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Abstract—With the rapid development of smart devices and
wireless communication technologies, IEEE 802.11ah (WiFi
HaLow) is designed to solve one of the major problems of
Internet of Things (IoT): high collision probability in dense
networks. It proposes the Restricted Access Window (RAW)
mechanism, where stations (sensors) are partitioned into groups
for time-division channel access. The grouping strategy, which
highly influences network performance, needs to consider factors
including the number of stations per group, and stations’ data
rates, and locations. With the advance of artificial intelligence
technologies, we ponder whether deep learning can help solving
this station grouping problem. In this paper, we propose a mul-
tilayer perceptron (MLP) model to predict RAW performance.
More precisely, the model predicts the corresponding throughputs
and packet loss rates of a given set of RAW configurations. Thus,
based on the predicted results, we can determine proper RAW
parameters. We have validated the proposed method by ns-3
simulations.

Index Terms—IEEE 802.11ah, restricted access window
(RAW), station grouping, multilayer perceptron, supervised
learning

I. INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things (IoT) has attracted great attention re-
cently [1] and has many applications [2] [3] [4] [5]. With a
massive number of stations transmitting data simultaneously,
it is a challenge to legacy 802.11 protocols to meet access
requirements [6].

IEEE 802.11ah, also known as Wi-Fi HaLow, is a wireless
networking protocol published in 2017. It is a Wi-Fi standard
for license-exempt 900 MHz band communications, which
can support 1 Km long-range data transfer. Usually, star
topology (i.e., all stations are connected to the base station
directly.) is adopted in an IEEE 802.11ah network. Thus,
stations may suffer severe collision when the number of
stations becomes larger. IEEE 802.11ah aims to solve the
major challenges of IoT, namely massive connectivity [7].
To address the challenges, IEEE 802.11ah proposes several
new MAC features, such as Target Wake Time (TWT) and
Restricted Access Window (RAW). TWT is a function that
enables devices to determine when and how frequently they
will wake up to access transmission medium. RAW is designed
to reduce collisions among stations by station grouping [8]. In
brief, it partitions stations into groups and allows one group to
access channel at a time. It is similar to time division multiple
access (TDMA), but has a soft RAW boundary.

In this work, our main focus is to find a good RAW
scheduling strategy. Although several Wi-Fi HaLow hardware

devices are available on the market, most performance studies
on IEEE 802.11ah are based on mathematical models [9] [10],
which may not actually reflect real network conditions due to
their simplified or unrealistic assumptions. On the other hand,
some network simulator 3 (ns-3) modules have been developed
[11] to reflect real network scenarios. A proper RAW grouping
policy can significantly impact network performance. How-
ever, IEEE 802.11ah standard does not specify its grouping
policy [12].

The advance of machine learning motivates us to study
whether AI techniques can be applied to the grouping problem
in IEEE 802.11ah networks. In the proposed solution, we
consider using ns-3 as a tool, which can iteratively run to
generate a RAW performance dataset that can be used to train
a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) model. The ns-3 tool runs by
taking a group of IEEE 802.11ah stations’ traffic parameters
and a given RAW configuration to produce simulated perfor-
mance indices of these stations within a beacon interval. As the
dataset is sufficiently large, we can train a MLP as a predictor
that maps a given group of stations’ traffic parameters to a
set of RAW configurations’ predicted performance indices.
Using these performance indices, one can pick a proper RAW
configuration for use in a beacon interval. We have validated
our proposal by extensive experiments.

II. RELATED WORK

Fig. 1. The IEEE 802.11ah RAW scheme.

In IEEE 802.11ah, a RAW cycle may comprise multiple
beacon intervals. In Fig. 1, the RAW cycle has two beacon
intervals. Each beacon interval may open up one of more
RAW groups. At the beginning of each beacon interval, an
Access Point (AP) broadcasts RAW Parameter Set (RPS)
information elements. For each RAW group to be opened up in
a beacon interval, the RPS contains: start and end association
IDs (AIDs), group start time, and duration. The other intervals
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excluding those occupied by RAW groups can be shared by
all stations [10].

Several works have conducted evaluations on RAW perfor-
mance. Reference [13] assesses the influence of the number
of stations, traffic load and traffic distribution on the number
of RAW groups and their durations. Nevertheless, the work
does not provide an adaptive grouping strategy. Reference [9]
shows that the RAW mechanism can improve fairness among
groups. However, its grouping strategy does not follow the
AID specification and is thus hard to realize. Reference [14]
uses a surrogate model to determine network conditions by
considering energy consumption and throughput. However,
factors such as the distances to AP are not considered.

Recently, supervised learning has been studied in many dis-
ciplines. Machine learning techniques have also been applied
to 4G LTE, and 5G networks. Reference [15] surveys the
potentials, formulations, limitations, and future directions of
machine learning for networks. A deep neural network for
network traffic classification is proposed in [16]. A novel
parameter searching method with Bayesian optimization con-
figuration extrapolation is proposed in [17]. Reference [18]
presents an Hidden-Markov Model that is capable of predicting
throughput.

On the other hand, ns-3, a discrete-event network simulator,
has been widely used for studying network performance. We
adopt the IEEE 802.11ah module developed by [11], which
has a RAW configuration interface for automatically and
dynamically adjusting group configurations during simulation.

III. SUPERVISED RAW GROUPING

Fig. 2. Our RAW group assignment flow.

We consider an IEEE 802.11ah AP that is mainly designed
to serve IoT devices. The basic unit of our scheduling is a
beacon interval. We assume that all stations’ network traffic
parameters, including their sampling rates, packet sizes, and
distances to the AP are already known. These parameters may
be passively monitored by the AP or actively reported by
stations. Our algorithm can handle various network parameters
(e.g., various number of stations). In the beginning of each
beacon interval, the AP will choose a number of stations that
are allowed to transmit in the current beacon interval and
determine their RAW configuration parameters. The goal is to
assign these stations to RAW groups that may lead to higher
throughput and lower packet loss rate. The beacon interval
based scheduling is shown in Fig. 2.

The system architecture of the proposed method is shown
in Fig. 3. There are three main components: ns-3 tool, model
training, and model execution. The ns-3 tool generates a RAW

performance dataset. As the dataset is sufficiently large, it
can be used to train a MLP model as a predictor that can
predict a set of RAW configurations’ performances by given a
group of stations’ traffic parameters. Using these performance
indices, we can pick a proper RAW configuration for use in
an upcoming beacon interval.

Fig. 3. System architecture.

A. ns-3 Tool
The IEEE 802.11ah RAW module developed by [11] has

a configuration interface for automatically and dynamically
adjusting group configurations during simulation. Based on
this tool, we collect a training dataset for IEEE 802.11ah RAW
grouping. Below is our simulation steps:

1) We generate a traffic parameter vector
[n, [T1, l1, d1], [T2, l2, d2], ..., [Tn, ln, dn]], where n
is the number of stations and [Ti, li, di] is the
ith station’s average transmission interval, average
packet length, and the distance to the AP, i = 1...n.
Also, we assume that there are r configurations,
denoted by {cf1, cf2, ..., cfr}, under consideration.
Each configuration cfi, i = 1...r is specified by three
grouping parameters: RAWslot, NRawSlotCount and
GroupingNumber. RAWslot indicates the number
of RAW slots in a RAW group. NRawSlotCount is
used to calculate the length of a RAW slot:

RAWSlotDuration = 500us+

NRawSlotCount× 120us
(1)

So the length of a RAW group is RAWslot ∗
RAWSlotDuration. GroupingNumber is the num-
ber of groups within the beacon interval. Here we use
this number to evenly partition stations into groups.
Note in Sec. III-C, when a configuration is selected for
use, we will use these parameters to compute the RPS
parameters.

2) ns-3 generates n virtual stations and an AP based
on the above network parameters, and starts a round
of ns-3 simulation by selecting a configuration in
{cf1, cf2, ..., cfr}. Each experiment will be conducted
in UDP echo mode, lasting for a period of time.

3) At the end of a simulation round, the ns-3 simulator
retrieves the throughput and packet loss of the configu-
ration.
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4) We repeat steps 2 and 3 for each configuration cfi, i =
1...r. The simulation results are represented as <
feature, target > pairs as shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Training data format.

5) Repeat the above steps 1 to 4 with other station trans-
mission parameters.

The above steps can be continuously run to collect training
data. The detailed simulation parameters will be shown in
Sec. IV.

B. Model Training

Next, we present how to train our MLP model. Note
that the raw data in our simulation dataset needs to
go through a preprocess before it can be used for
model training. Recall that each feature has the format
[n, [T1, l1, d1], [T2, l2, d2], ..., [Tn, ln, dn]]. However, in prac-
tice, the numbers of stations may vary. To train a MLP model,
the input data size should be fixed. Therefore, we have to resize
each data to a fixed length while not losing important features.

First, each raw data [Ti, li, di], i = 1...n, is converted to a
vector Si = [λi, Li, Di, Pi] as follows:

λi =
1

Ti
(2)

Li = li ∗ 0.01 (3)

Di = li ∗ λi (4)

Pi = log10 (
diπf

c
) (5)

Here, Pi is to represent the propagation error feature [11],
where f and c are carrier frequency and the speed of light,
respectively. Note that the preprocess process is designed
based on the experiment results. For example, we found that
the results by using the frequency is better than using the
period. We also found that li should be rescaled so that we
can get better results.

Next, we have to cluster these n vectors S1, S2, ..., Sn

into N clusters, where N is a fixed constant. The
process is as follows. The first n/N vectors form the
first cluster, the second n/N vectors form the second
cluster, and so on. For each cluster, we calculate the
standard deviation, median, and average of each sub-
feature, That is, for i = 1...N , we compute Ci =
[[λstd, λmed, λavg], [Lstd, Lmed, Lavg], [Dstd, Dmed, Davg],
[Pstd, Pmed, Pavg]]. Finally, we concatenate these Cis
and append n at the end to form a new feature vector
[C1, C2, ..., CN , n].

The MLP model is trained by the preprocessed dataset.
The input feature is [C1, C2, ..., CN , n] and the outputs are
two vectors [th1, th2, ..., thr] and [pl1, pl2, ..., plr], where thi

and pli are the expected throughput and packet loss rate,
respectively, of cfi, i = 1...r.

C. Model Execution

As pointed out earlier, our scheduling is by beacon intervals.
At the beginning of each beacon interval, our scheduler will
dequeue a number of stations from the queue. To estimate
how many stations to be dequeued, we use (BI/Ti)∗li

dur(di)
as a

measurement of the transmission time required by station i
during a beacon interval BI , where dur(di) is time required
per bit. The total transmission time should not exceed one BI .

The model execution works as follows. First, a number
of stations are dequeued. Their transmission parameters are
preprocessed and then sent to our MLP model to predict the
throughputs and packet loss rates of all configurations.

Then, we choose k configurations with the lowest packet
loss rates as candidates. Then the one with the highest through-
put is chosen. By this selection policy, we keep packet loss
low, while maintaining throughput high.

After choosing the best configuration, we have to map it to
the RPS information elements. Fig. 5 shows the RPS structure.
There are six fields for each RAW group: slot definition
format indication, cross slot boundary, slot duration count,
number of slots, AID start and AID end. We set the first
two fields to 1. The third and the fourth fields are filled by
NRawSlotCount and RAWslot of the configuration. In the
last two fields, we need to define a group’s start AID and
end AID. Since our strategy is to evenly partition stations into
GroupingNumber groups, the first RAW group’s AID should
start from 1 and end at n/GroupingNumber, the second
RAW group’s AID should start from 1+n/GroupingNumber
and end at 2n/GroupingNumber, and so on (we omit floor
and ceiling for simplicity).

Fig. 5. RPS structure.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Parameters Selection

Table I lists station-related parameters. For each station,
its traffic is determined by transmission interval (T ), packet
length (l), and distance to the AP (d). We sample these
values between the minimum and the maximum values with a
uniform distribution. The number of stations, n, is set between
80 and 125. We are unable to test more stations due to the
limitation of the ns-3 tool. Note that the parameters used for
training and testing are complete different so that we can
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TABLE I
STATION TRAFFIC PARAMETERS

parameters min max

transmission interval(ms) 3000 10000
packet length (bytes) 90 110

distance to the access point (m) 20 225
n 80 125

TABLE II
RAW CONFIGURATION PARAMETERS

parameters values

GroupingNumber {3, 5, 8}
NRawSlotCount {50, 100, 200}
NRawSlotNum {1, 4, 7}

validate whether the trained model can be used for general
cases.

Table II lists the RAW configuration parameters in our
simulation. According to Eq. (1), we can calculate all RAW
groups’ durations, and their total should not exceed one beacon
interval. Thus, our NRawSlotCount may not exceed 200.
According to the standard, the length of NRawSlotNum is
3 bits. Thus, its value is bounded between 1 and 7. We adopt
{1, 4, 7} here. Based on these parameters, there are r = 27
configurations for RAW grouping in our simulation.

B. Performance Validation

Given station parameters, our goal is to find the best
RAW configuration. Fig. 6 shows the validation results of our
throughput and packet loss models, respectively. We compare
ground truth (the results from ns-3) against the predicted val-
ues (the results from MLP model). While the predicted results
for packet loss match well to the ground truth, there is some
bias between the predicted throughputs and the ground truth.
Fortunately, the relative trends are quite similar. Therefore, it
is still possible to choose a proper RAW configuration from
our prediction results. For example, from Fig. 6, our policy
will pick cf3.

To evaluate the performance of our model, we ran-
domly pick 20 station configurations (i.e., varying the vec-
tor {n, [T1, l1, d1], [T2, l2, d2], ..., [Tn, ln, dn]}. For each sta-
tion configuration, we run all 27 RAW configurations by
simulations to obtain their throughputs and packet loss rates.
Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 compare the ground truth maximum (gt
max), median (gt median), and our predicted one for both
performance indices. The results indicate that our MLP model
can find a configuration that is very close to the one with the
best throughput and is reasonably close to the one with the
lowest packet loss rate. Note that since throughput and packet
loss are conflicting factors, it is not always possible to find a
configuration that meets both indices.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents a machine learning framework for
studying 802.11ah RAW grouping by leveraging the ns-3

Fig. 6. Predicted throughput and packet loss rate vs. ground truth (n = 83,
transmission interval∈[5000,9000]).

Fig. 7. Selection of configurations for throughput.

simulation tool. A data preprocessing method for transferring
variable input data sizes to a fixed training data size is
proposed that allows us to train two MLP models to predict
RAW configurations’ throughputs and packet loss rates. With
the help of the MLP models, the framework allows one to
select a proper RAW configuration in a per-beacon interval
basis for dense IoT connection scenarios. For future work, we
would continue to improve our work by more complicated
models and more flexible configurations. For example, the
RAW duration is assumed to be the same for all RAWs, which
can be relaxed.
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Fig. 8. Selection of configurations for packet loss rate.
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